Abstract
depression microtopography without any mound-specific instinct or initial condition. Specifically, 
85
Each process is described with several alternate algorithms representing competing common 86 descriptions of the real-world process (Table 2) . A complete simulation of a landscape requires that 87 the initial topography be specified and each of the four processes be assigned one specific algorithm The model is written in Python, using numpy.random where stochastic behavior needs to be The model is parameterized with measurements made at Jepson Prairie Nature Reserve, a averaging at least 0.05 pools/m 2 is counted as a 'pool' landscape. Most simulations using the final 120 model have a higher density of pools than that (Fig. 2) . surface.
125
Results
126
In computer simulations, these small interactions are enough to turn a randomly irregular 127 surface into moundlike microtopography without any additional organizing principle (Fig. 2) . 
131
The minimal full set of tested interactions that generates mound-pool topography, within five 132 hundred simulated years, is:
133
• Plants grow fastest when neither waterlimited nor underwater.
134
• Fossorial rodents move towards the densest adjacent plant growth and consume some of it,
135
as in Reichman and Smith [1985] .
136
• Rodents don't tunnel underwater.
137
• Rodents will only occupy a cell next to another rodent to avoid drowning.
138
• Rodents move a volume of earth behind them as they travel; maximum volume estimated 139 from Andersen and MacMahon [1981] .
140
• Soil is eroded at intervals during the rainy season. Unvegetated soil erodes more quickly 141 than vegetated soil.
142
• The soil is periodically over-saturated. This could represent flooding in a drainage basin or 143 seasonal rain in a region with impermeable soil layers.
144
• The highest water level increases over the first two hundred years.
145
The result of these processes is a four-stage feedback loop:
146
• Irregular topography directs water into depressions
147
• Plants grow most richly at the edge of the water
148
• In the wet season, rodents live upslope but move downslope to forage
149
• Rodents push earth uphill when they move downhill, reinforcing the irregular topography.
150
The alternate algorithms for each of these that do not produce mound-pool topography, from 151 level, random, or sloped initial topography, are marked in Table 2 with 'Fails'. 
157
The difference in erosion rates between vegetated and unvegetated soil is also significant. The the high regions fills the potential pools (Fig. 3) .
162
Alignment on slopes
163
One addition to the full model above was a rough test of the system on a slope, adding Valley have well-developed, densely packed Mima mounds (Fig. 4) . The mounds extend into the 166 gullies and channels at the edge of the terraces, and on those slopes the mounds are aligned and 167 often extended along the line of fall. In a very rough simulation of overland flow (Fig. 5) adjusted for parametrization or spatial correlation, or ruled out.
177
The mound-pool organization occurs because the full model is a reaction-diffusion system, Soil moves between Von Neumann-neighbor cells, proportionally to the lack of vegetation and the elevation difference. Fast, and develops mound-pool landscapes when Moore-neighborhood erosion does, but the results show the alignment of the grid (see Fig. 3 ). Soil moves between Moore-neighbor cells, proportionally to the lack of vegetation and the elevation difference. Rodent activity Rodents will not move or stay below the water table, and cannot occupy a cell already occupied by another rodent. They will move to the adjoining cell with the greatest vegetation; if neighboring cells are tied, they choose randomly. Fails As above, but rodents will not move into a cell adjacent to another rodent. Rodents will not move or stay below the water table, and cannot occupy a cell already occupied by another rodent. Among acceptable cells, they change direction with a probability proportional to the richness of the vegetation in their current cell. Fails • , lon -120.418560
• . Available from http://calm.geo.berkeley.edu/zip/merced ug727 4145.zip, and as a Google Earth overlay. . Slope begins between the first and second row of mounds (between arrows) and moves toward the bottom of the image. Overland flow moves unvegetated sediment. Erosion is increased below intermound gaps, forcing alignment downslope. Rodent activity moves soil into the protected region below mounds, generating mound extension. Highly stylized hydrology. 12 m a side, simulated 150 years.
